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Marine heatwaves (MHWs) are extreme climatic events in oceanic systems that can
have devastating impacts on ecosystems, causing abrupt ecological changes and
socioeconomic consequences. Several prominent MHWs have attracted scientific and
public interest, and recent assessments have documented global and regional increases
in their frequency. However, for proactive marine management, it is critical to understand
how patterns might change in the future. Here, we estimate future changes in MHWs
to the end of the 21st century, as simulated by the CMIP5 global climate model
projections. Significant increases in MHW intensity and count of annual MHW days
are projected to accelerate, with many parts of the ocean reaching a near-permanent
MHW state by the late 21st century. The two greenhouse gas (GHG) emission scenarios
considered (Representative Concentration Pathway 4.5 and 8.5) strongly affect the
projected intensity of MHW events, the proportion of the globe exposed to permanent
MHW states, and the occurrence of the most extreme MHW events. Comparison with
simulations of a natural world, without anthropogenic forcing, indicate that these trends
have emerged from the expected range of natural variability within the first half of the
21st century. This discrepancy implies a degree of “anthropogenic emergence,” with
a departure from the natural MHW conditions that have previously shaped marine
ecosystems for centuries or even millennia. Based on these projections we expect
impacts on marine ecosystems to be widespread, significant and persistent through
the 21st century.
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of the projected changes for marine biodiversity and ecosystem
structure and function.

INTRODUCTION
Marine heatwaves (MHWs) – prolonged periods of anomalously
warm seawater (Hobday et al., 2016) – have increased
significantly in frequency and duration since the early twentieth
century (Oliver et al., 2018a). Individually, these extreme events
can have significant impacts on marine ecosystems, including
effects on biodiversity (Cavole et al., 2016; Wernberg et al., 2016;
Jones et al., 2018), fisheries (Mills et al., 2012), and aquaculture
(Oliver et al., 2017). Ecological responses to prominent MHWs
have been observed across a range of processes, scales, taxa
and geographic regions (Smale et al., 2019). Collectively, and
over time, an increase in the exposure of marine ecosystems to
extreme temperatures may lead to irreversible loss of species or
foundation habitats, such as seagrass (Thomson et al., 2015), coral
reefs (Hughes et al., 2019) and kelp forests (Wernberg et al., 2016;
Thomsen et al., 2019). Therefore, estimating how MHWs are
projected to change globally is important for understanding their
ecological impacts in a warming world.
The count of annual MHW days has increased globally by
over 50% from 1925 to 2016 (Oliver et al., 2018a). In addition,
MHW intensity – the associated sea surface temperature (SST)
anomaly –has increased significantly since the start of the satellite
era in 1982 (Oliver et al., 2018a). The physical processes driving
MHWs are varied and include air-sea heat fluxes coinciding
with atmospheric heat waves and/or horizontal temperature
advection due to changes in ocean circulation (Sparnocchia
et al., 2006; Chen et al., 2014; Oliver et al., 2017; Holbrook
et al., 2019). Regardless of the physical mechanisms driving
individual MHWs, consensus is emerging that anthropogenic
climate change has significantly increased the likelihood of
recent MHWs including the 2015/16 Tasman Sea MHW (Oliver
et al., 2017), the 2016 Northern Australia MHW (Lewis and
Mallela, 2018; Oliver et al., 2018b), the 2016 Gulf of Alaska
and Bering Sea MHW (Oliver et al., 2018b; Walsh et al.,
2018), the 2016 California Current MHW (Jacox et al., 2018),
and the 2017/18 Tasman Sea MHW (Perkins-Kirkpatrick et al.,
2019). Further, Frölicher et al. (2018) suggested that by the year
2100 anthropogenic climate change is projected to increase the
probability of MHWs nearly everywhere, regardless of variations
in emissions scenarios.
Here we use a suite of global climate models to estimate
projected future MHWs to 2100. We focus on two globally
projected response metrics, the annual count of MHW days
and the annual maximum MHW intensity, that represent
the time spent in a MHW state and the magnitude of the
temperature anomaly reached, respectively (Hobday et al.,
2016), as well as the intensity-based “category” of these events
(Hobday et al., 2018a). These metrics are useful as they are
proxies for exposure of marine ecosystems to chronic heat
stress and acute heat stress, respectively. We consider two
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions scenarios in order to compare
the projected futures arising from strong GHG mitigation versus
a “business as usual” trajectory. We compare the projected future
trajectory of MHWs against the historical trajectory and against
bounds of natural variability derived from simulations without
anthropogenic forcing. Finally, we discuss the likely implications
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
CMIP5 Sea Surface Temperatures
We examined outputs from the Coupled Model Intercomparison
Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) (Taylor et al., 2012) global climate
model simulations of historical and projected future climates.
Daily sea surface temperature (SST) outputs were taken from
the “historical” simulation, representing historical conditions
with anthropogenic influence. Historical simulations were forced
using anthropogenic GHG and aerosol forcing in addition to
natural forcing and cover the period 1850–2005. In addition
we consider two future climate projection experiments that
represent the evolution of the climate system subject to two
different anthropogenic emissions scenarios covering 2006–2100:
“RCP4.5” which assumes anthropogenic GHG emissions peak in
the year 2040 and then stabilize at a radiative forcing of 4.5 W
m−2 , and “RCP8.5” which assumes these emissions continue
to rise throughout the 21st century with radiative forcing
reaching 8.5 W m−2 by the end of the century. We also used
the “historicalNat” simulation, representing historical conditions
without anthropogenic influence where models are forced by
natural volcanic and solar forcing only, with greenhouse gases
and aerosols held at pre-industrial levels, spanning 1850–2005.
We obtained data for these experiments from six models,
chosen due to the availability of daily SST outputs, each
with varying numbers of ensemble members (see Table 1 for
details of the models).

Marine Heatwave Definition and
Categories
Marine heatwaves were identified from daily SST time series and
a set of metrics were calculated to characterize their frequency,
intensity and duration. Following (Hobday et al., 2016) a MHW
was defined as a discrete prolonged anomalously warm water
event. “Discrete” means an identifiable event with recognizable
start and end dates, “prolonged” implies a duration of at least
5 days, and “anomalously warm” measures temperatures relative
to a baseline climatology and threshold (see below for period

TABLE 1 | CMIP5 models used in the analysis.
Model

Historical

HistoricalNat

RCP4.5

RCP8.5
1

ACCESS1.3

3

3

1

CanESM2

1

3

5

5

CSIRO Mk3.6.0

10

9

10

10

HadGEM2-ES

2

2

4

4

IPSL-CM5A-LR

6

3

4

4

IPSL-CM5A-MR

3

3

1

1

Total

25

23

25

25

The number of ensemble members for each model experiment is listed for each
model.
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annual time series’ were re-gridded (spatially averaged) onto
a common 2◦ × 2◦ grid. Then time-slice averages of the
various MHW metrics were calculated over 1961–1990 and 2031–
2060, as well as global-mean time series [applying a sea ice
mask following (Oliver et al., 2018a)]. Individual model results
represent an ensemble mean across all members for that model
and experiment. Multi-model mean (MMM) results represent
an average across the ensemble means for all seven models.
Individual models results, indicative of the inter-model spread,
are shown in the Supplementary Material.
We examined the change in probability of occurrence of
MHW days globally by calculating the following probability ratio
(PR; Allen, 2003; Stott et al., 2013):

used). Periods when daily temperatures were above a threshold
based on the seasonally varying 90th percentile for at least
five consecutive days were identified as MHW events. Events
with a break of less than 3 days were considered a single
event. The climatological mean and threshold were calculated
for each calendar day from the pool of daily SSTs within
an 11-day window centered on the calendar day of interest
across all years (within the climatology period). The climatology
and threshold were smoothed by applying a 31-day moving
average. The 11-day sample window size was chosen to ensure
sample sizes were sufficient for the estimation of means and
percentiles. Furthermore, by using seasonally varying thresholds,
rather than a fixed mean annual threshold, this methodology
allows for detection of MHWs at any time of the year, such
as distinguishing summer and winter MHWs (with potential
ecological implications, as summer MHWs might be expected to
have larger ecological effects).
A set of properties was defined for each MHW event. We
considered metrics for duration (time between start and end
dates) and maximum intensity (maximum temperature anomaly,
relative to the seasonally varying climatological mean, over
the event duration). Noting that a 90th percentile threshold
is relatively easy to exceed, providing a liberal definition for
what counts as a MHW, we also examine the intensity-based
MHW category. Each event was classified as being a Moderate
(category I), Strong (II), Severe (III), or Extreme (IV) MHW.
These categories are defined by the maximum intensity of the
event scaled by the threshold temperature anomaly exceeding
the climatology, defined as a “unit” (Hobday et al., 2018a). For
example, events between the threshold and one unit above it are
classified as Moderate (I), between one and two units as Strong
(II), etc. As detailed in Hobday et al. (2018a) the impacts of
relatively common Moderate MHWs are mild (or non-existent)
while the impacts of rarer Severe and Extreme MHWs are
much greater. Despite initially defining only four categories, this
system allows for higher categories according to the recorded
temperature anomaly (“extreme extremes” e.g., Category V,
VI, etc.).
We calculated time series of the annual average duration and
annual maximum intensity across all events in each year. Events
which spanned multiple years contributed to the annual time
series for each year they spanned. We also calculated the total
number of MHW days in a year and the total number of days
belonging to each of the four MHW categories in a year. The
MHW definition (Hobday et al., 2016, 2018a) is implemented as
software modules in Python1 , R2 , and MATLAB3 .

 Phist (y)
PR y =
PhistNat
where Phist (y) is the probability of a MHW day occurring in a
particular year y in the historical experiment, defined as the global
mean annual count of MHW days in that year divided by the total
number days in that year. PhistN at is the total number of globalmean MHW days across all years divided by the total number
of days across all years from the historicalNat experiment. A PR
value of >1 or <1 indicates that the probability of a MHW day in
that year is greater than or less than that expected in the natural
world, respectively. The probability ratio was also calculated for
projected future years using the RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 experiments
instead of the historical experiment in the numerator of PR.
Please note that these calculated PR values are specific to the
model ensemble used and may not as such apply to the realworld climate, due to systematic model errors often resulting
in overconfident model ensembles (Bellprat et al., 2019) – a
characteristic also apparent in the model ensemble used here
(Supplementary Figures 1C,F).
Here, we define a “permanent MHW state” to be when SST
exceeds the MHW threshold continuously over a full calendar
year (365 days). From this definition, we calculated the year when
the permanent MHW state occurs for each grid cell, for all the
model ensemble members and for the MMM.
An evaluation of the model simulations of MHW intensity
and total days was performed by comparing MHW statistics
over the 1982–2005 period between the models and observations
(Supplementary Figure 1). The observations used were daily
SST fields from the 1/4◦ NOAA OI SST V2 dataset (Reynolds
et al., 2007; Banzon et al., 2016). The model bias for MHW
intensity was within ±0.5◦ C over most of the ocean, except in
the highly variable western boundary current regions where the
models were up to 2◦ C less intense than the observations. The
model bias for MHW days was within ±10 days over most of
the ocean except in the tropical parts of the Indian, western
Pacific, and Atlantic oceans where the models simulated up to
25 more MHW days than the observations. This type of bias,
where the models produce too many MHW days, is consistent
with the limitations of coarse resolution models. Specifically,
these models underestimate the SST anomaly produced by very
small-scale features, simulate SST time series that are too smooth
(high serial autocorrelation) and thus produce longer MHWs
and too few heat spikes (SSTs exceeding the threshold for less

Model Simulated Marine Heatwaves
Marine heatwaves were identified from the daily CMIP5 SSTs
as described above. For all model experiments, the climatology
used to define anomalies was calculated from the historical
experiment, from that model, using a base period of 1982–
2005. For each model/experiment and MHW metric, the
1

http://github.com/ecjoliver/marineHeatWaves
https://robwschlegel.github.io/heatwaveR
3
https://github.com/ZijieZhaoMMHW/m_mhw1.0
2
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eastern tropical Pacific (up to 40 days) and a band along ∼30◦ S
as well as part of the Western Boundary Current regions in the
Northern Hemisphere (as low as 25 days). If the MHW definition
was narrowed to exceedance of the 90th percentile for a single
day, then we expect a climatological count of annual MHW days
of 36.5 (10% of the year). However, the criterion of a 5-day
minimum duration reduces this frequency and introduces some
spatial heterogeneity in the mean fields (see Oliver et al., 2018a
for detailed discussion of this point). Sustained warming after
the climatological period would then be expected to increase the
annual count into the future.
From the RCP8.5 experiment, the pattern of change in MHW
days indicates an increased count nearly everywhere by 2031–
2060 (Figure 1E). Robust increases across models are ca. +150–
300 days over most of the ocean except in the far North Atlantic
and the highest latitudes of the Southern Ocean where at least
one model simulates changes of opposite sign. Annual mean time
series from the historical experiment indicate that, globally, the
annual count of MHW days has increased since 1850 (Figure 1F,
black line and gray shading), most strong after ca. 1980, and is
projected to increase significantly under both future scenarios
(RCP4.5 and RCP8.5, 2006–2100; Figure 1F, red and brown
lines and shading, respectively). Consequently, in the RCP8.5
experiment, by 2100 the entire globe is projected to approach a
permanent MHW state (365 days per year; Figure 1F, dashed
line). Importantly, the inter-model range of global mean count
of annual MHW days (Figure 1F, gray, red, and brown shading)
exceeds the expected range of natural variability (Figure 1F, blue
shading) in the year 2009 for RCP4.5 and by 2010 for RCP8.5.
The proportional change in MHW occurrence probability
in the historical and RCP simulations can be quantified by
comparing outputs to simulations of a historically natural
world – that is, a world where the Earth’s atmosphere had not
been historically subjected to anthropogenic increases in GHG
concentrations (historicalNat, 1850–2005) (Figure 2A). During
most of the historical period, the probability of a MHW day
occurring was similar to ‘the natural world’ simulation, i.e., the
ratio of the former to the latter was close to 1 (Figure 2A).
However, by the end of the historical run this probability ratio
had increased to 5.4 [inter-model range (Range): 4.1–6.9]. This
result implies that globally averaged the probability of a MHW
day occurring in the present day simulations is typically five
times higher than in simulations with pre-industrial levels of
greenhouse gases. For MHWs of at least category “moderate,” this
probability ratio increases to 24 for RCP4.5 (Range: 22–26) and
27 for RCP8.5 (Range: 26–28), by the end of the 21st century. This
result is not strongly influenced by emissions scenario (RCP4.5
vs. RCP8.5) since MHW days come close to saturation shortly
after mid-century in both scenarios (Figure 1F).
However, the emission scenario has a strong effect on the
projected intensity of events (Figure 1C) and therefore the
exposure to the most extreme events (Figure 3). Historically
(1850–2005), the majority of MHW events were categorized
(Hobday et al., 2018a) as being moderate (Figure 3, yellow)
with relatively few strong events (Figure 3, orange) and very few
severe or extreme events (Figure 3, red and brown, respectively).
Under the RCP4.5 scenario, future projections suggest that

than 5 days duration). Note that in this study we are primarily
concerned with the model simulated changes in MHW metrics.
Even though the models simulate a mean state in which MHWs
are slightly less intense and slightly longer lasting than observed
we expect that long-term changes in MHWs should not be
affected by such biases in regions where mean temperature
warming is the primary driver of MHW changes (Oliver, 2019).
However, model-simulated MHW changes may be less realistic
in regions where relevant dynamical features (such as western
boundary currents) are not sufficiently resolved by the models,
and changes in such dynamical features may contribute to
changes in MHW properties.

RESULTS
Over the 21st century, projected MHWs show increases in
intensity and duration in most regions around the globe. During
the 1961–1990 period the time-averaged MHW intensity is
relatively high primarily in western boundary current regions
and the eastern equatorial Pacific (Figure 1A), consistent with
the observed record (Supplementary Figure 1; see also Oliver
et al., 2018a). From the RCP8.5 experiment, the pattern of change
showed increased MHW intensity nearly everywhere by 2031–
2060 (Figure 1B, inter-model robustness of change is indicated
by hatching when all models agree on the sign of the change).
Increases are particularly high (+2–4◦ C) in the Mediterranean
Sea, the subpolar North Pacific, the Gulf Stream extension region,
the East Australian Current Extension, and several disparate
small tropical regions. Notably, the higher latitude portions of
the North Atlantic and Southern Oceans exhibit no significant
projected change in MHW intensity. This pattern is broadly
consistent with that of the MMM change in annual mean SST
between the same two time periods (not shown). This is also
consistent with the historical record which indicates low rates of
warming, and even cooling, in parts of the Southern Ocean south
of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (Armour et al., 2016; Sallée,
2018) and in the North Atlantic Subpolar Gyre (Rahmstorf et al.,
2015; Menary and Wood, 2018).
Annual mean time series from the historical experiment
(Figure 1C) indicated that, globally, the intensity of MHWs has
increased over the historical period (1850–2005; Figure 1C, black
line and gray shading) and is projected to increase significantly
from 2006 to 2100 for both the RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 experiments
(Figure 1C, red and brown lines and shading, respectively). The
increase of ca. +1.5◦ C for RCP4.5 and ca. +3◦ C for RCP8.5 by
2100 compared with the 1961–1990 historical period, and that
the change is largely related to a shift in the mean SST rather than
a change in the variability (not shown), indicates that changes in
MHW intensity co-vary with changes in mean SST. Importantly,
the inter-model range of global mean MHW intensity (Figure 1C,
gray shading) exceeds the expected range of natural variability
(Figure 1C, blue shading) in the year 2044 for RCP4.5 and by
2033 for RCP8.5.
The mean annual count of MHW days over the 1961–1990
period is relatively uniform across the globe, with most regions
experiencing 27.5–35 days (Figure 1D). Exceptions include the
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FIGURE 1 | Projected changes to marine heatwaves (MHWs). (A,D) Multi-model mean MHW properties from the historical runs over 1961–1990. (B,E) Change
between RCP8.5 run (averaged over 2031–2060) and historical run (averaged over 1961–1990). Hatching indicates that all models agree on the sign of change
(corresponding to a 1% significance level based on binomial distribution). (C,D) Annual time series for historical (black), RCP4.5 (brown), and RCP8.5 (red) runs. The
gray, red and brown shaded regions show the maximum range between individual model runs. The blue shaded areas show the expected range of natural variability
based on a 66% confidence interval (darkest blue), 95% confidence interval (medium blue), and full min-to-max range (lightest blue) of the historicalNat runs
(1850–2005). Results for intensity are shown on the left (A,B,C) and for total MHW days on the right (D,E,F). Equivalent figures for each individual model can be
found in Supplementary Figures 2–7.

latitudes and within some regions (North Atlantic and parts of
the Southern Ocean) this state is not reached until the end of
the 21st century (Figure 4A). While the proportion of global
grid cells experiencing a permanent MHW state increases steadily
through the 21st century under both scenarios, the permanent
state is approached much faster in RCP8.5 (Figure 4B). More
specifically, under the RCP4.5 scenario about 50% of the ocean
is in a permanent MHW state by 2100 (Figure 4B, brown line
and shading), while >90% is in a permanent MHW state under
the RCP8.5 scenario by the end of the century (Figure 4B, red
line and shading).
The emergence of a permanent MHW state implies that
“extremes” in the “traditional” sense (i.e., compared to the 1982–
2005 climatological baseline) are no longer “extreme,” suggesting
that the baseline period to maintain a 90th percentile definition
into the future, could perhaps also be shifted or shifting, if
understanding the “true extremes” for any time period was
the focus of study. Alternatively, the use of ‘new and more
extreme’ categories would address this concern, for example,
by allowing for identification of increase in “extreme extremes,”
as Category V, Category VI, etc. (Hobday et al., 2018a). The
choice of baseline depends on the application. For understanding

there will be a more even partition between the four categories
(ratio of moderate:strong:severe:extreme = 27:33:24:16) by 2100
indicating a dramatic increase in strong, severe and extreme
events. By comparison, under the RCP8.5 scenario, extreme
MHWs make up the majority of all events (70%) by the end of
the 21st century, whereas moderate events are projected to be
rare (4%; ratio of moderate:strong:severe:extreme = 4:10:16:70).
We also found increasing separation between the two emissions
scenarios in raising the occurrence probability of the more
intense MHW categories (Figures 2B–D). By 2100, the
probability ratio for MHWs of strong (and larger) category is 160
(Range: 130–180; RCP4.5) and 240 (Range: 230–250; RCP8.5); for
MHWs of severe (and larger) category is 810 (Range: 550–920;
RCP4.5) and 2000 (Range: 1800–2100; RCP8.5); and for extreme
MHWs is 1900 (Range: 1100–2400; RCP4.5) and 9500 (Range:
7800–11000; RCP8.5).
Under anthropogenic climate change, we see the emergence of
“permanent MHW states” (based on what is considered a MHW
in the 1982–2005 base period). The first year of a permanent
MHW state occurs at different times over the globe, ranging from
2000 to 2020 in parts of the tropical Atlantic and Pacific, to 2020–
2040 over most of the tropical and mid-latitude oceans. At higher
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FIGURE 2 | The role of anthropogenic forcing in increasing the probability of MHW days. Each panel shows the globally aggregated probability ratio of a MHW day
occurring in a given year from the historical (black), RCP4.5 (brown), and RCP8.5 (red) experiments relative to the probability of a MHW day occurring in the
historicalNat experiment (calculated from the full 1850–2005 time series). The panels show the probability ratio but for only MHW days that are (A) at least category
moderate, (B) at least category strong, (C) at least category severe, and (D) category extreme. The shaded regions indicate the minimum and maximum values
based on individual ensemble members. The dashed line indicates a value of one (i.e., the probability in the historical or projected experiment is the same as in the
historicalNat experiment).

FIGURE 3 | Historical and projected evolution of global mean MHW days, by category. Annual time series of the global mean count of moderate (yellow), strong
(orange), severe (red), and extreme (dark brown) MHW days are shown for (A) historical and RCP4.5 experiments and (B) historical and RCP8.5 experiments. Note
that the total stacked amount is equivalent to the total MHW days, i.e., the lines shown in Figure 1F. The dashed line indicates a full year (365 days).

impacts on species that adapt slowly (perhaps on evolutionary
timescales) a fixed baseline is appropriate. If a species can
adapt over decadal timescales to changing temperatures then
a sliding baseline would be more appropriate, although there
would presumably be limits to the degree of adaptation that
might be possible. Similarly, from a sociological point of view,
maintaining a consistent baseline period highlights that the ocean
enters an entirely new state, for which we may need to adapt
our socio-economic systems (or socio-ecological systems, e.g.,
Serrao-Neumann et al., 2016). In the next section, we discuss
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potential ecological implications of future MHWs and cover
briefly some potential impacts for marine resource users.

POSSIBLE ECOLOGICAL IMPACTS
To illustrate ecological impacts, modeled MHW properties were
plotted in a “MHW Intensity-Duration phase space” for different
time periods and for the RCP8.5 emission scenario (Figure 5A,
where lines represent 95% confidence contours of the probability
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FIGURE 4 | First year of occurrence of permanent MHW states. (A) The year of the first permanent MHW state, i.e., a full year of MHW days, from the RCP8.5
experiment. (B) The proportion of the global ocean grid cells experiencing a permanent MHW state over the 21st century according to the RCP4.5 (brown line) and
RCP8.5 (red line) emissions scenarios. The shaded regions indicate the minimum and maximum values based on individual ensemble members.

FIGURE 5 | Marine heatwave duration-intensity (x-y) phase space. (A) Solid lines indicate the probability distributions (95% confidence contours) of global annual
mean MHW properties from the (blue) historicalNat simulation for 1850–2005, (gray) historical simulation for 1900–1950, (black) historical simulation for 1970–2000,
(red) RCP8.5 simulation for 2005–2035 runs and (purple) the RCP8.5 simulation for 2050–2080. Blue overlapping dots indicate annual mean MHW properties from
all historicalNat simulations. Orange shading indicates increasing probability of ecological impact (being contours of constant degree-heating-days, i.e., the product
of MHW intensity and duration, every 2◦ C days over the range 4–20◦ C days). (B) Examples of ecological impacts of an organism’s exposure to extreme
temperatures as a function of intensity and duration. For a short-term response, filled circles show time to 50% mortality (M = 0.5, where M is the mortality rate) for
intertidal barnacles exposed to temperatures above a threshold defined as that giving 50% mortality after 100 h exposure, with additional fitted lines giving times to
expected 80% and 90% mortality (M = 0.8 and M = 0.9, respectively) (Foster, 1969) (see Supplementary Figure 8 for details of symbols and underlying data). For
a medium-duration response, filled areas show threshold degree heating weeks for coral bleaching (>4◦ C-weeks) and mortality (>8◦ C-weeks) (Liu et al., 2006;
Kayanne, 2017). For the effect of MHWs on annual scales, dashed lines show total annual degree days (above 1988–1999 mean maximum temperatures)
associated with low and high annual mortality rates of seagrasses (Marba and Duarte, 2010).

blue) decreases over time, and by 2050–2080 there is no
overlap between the 95% confidence contours from the RCP8.5
experiment and the 20th century conditions. This divergence
can be interpreted as the time when the MHW climate has
changed completely from the range that species have previously
experienced, and represents a qualitatively different climate.
The projections indicate that future climate will continue
to diverge from historical MHW conditions throughout the
21st century, with MHWs becoming longer and more severe.
Based on dramatic ecological effects observed following recent

distribution of the sample of all global- and annual-mean MHW
intensity and duration for the experiment and time period
indicated). These are the same data as shown in Figures 1C,F but
plotted against each other. In this representation, the trajectory
of anthropogenic climate change can be followed from the first
half of the 20th century (1900–1950; Figure 5A, gray line), to
the late 20th century (1970–2000; Figure 5A, black line), early
21st century (2005–2035; Figure 5A, red line) and finally to the
late 21st century (2050–2080; Figure 5A, purple line). Notably,
the overlap with the natural range of MHW metrics (Figure 5A,
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(Liu et al., 2006; Kayanne, 2017), with >4◦ C-weeks associated
with the onset of bleaching and >8◦ C-weeks with widespread
bleaching and some mortality (Figure 5B, shading). Longerterm cumulative effects of MHWs can be seen in interannual
changes in mortality rates. For Mediterranean seagrasses, annual
mortality correlated strongly with total degree-days above the
average maximum yearly temperature in preceding decades
(Marba and Duarte, 2010; Figure 5B, dashed lines). The
three examples of combined intensity and duration effects on
survival show the potential for quantitative prediction of future
specific MHW effects where the responses to current extreme
events is understood.
Ultimately, long-lasting MHW conditions could lead to
changes in population structure (Smale et al., 2017) and
the geographic distributions of species (Smale and Wernberg,
2013; Cure et al., 2018). Moreover, higher temperatures
experienced during MHWs may increase the prevalence
of pathogens and diseases and thereby reduce the health
of organisms and populations (Rubio-Portillo et al., 2016).
However, not all impacts will be “negative,” as warm-adapted
species and organisms living near their colder poleward ranges
should experience improved growth conditions under future
MHWs and are therefore likely to increase in abundance
(Smale and Wernberg, 2013).
Marine heatwave-induced changes at the organism,
population and species levels will also result in changes to
the structure of communities, ecosystems and food webs. Where
populations of foundation species are affected, indirect effects
on other dependent species can be expected (Thomson et al.,
2015; Wernberg et al., 2016). For example, recent MHWs have
disrupted food webs by changing prey availability, resulting
in mass mortality at higher trophic levels (Jones et al., 2018).
Additionally, MHWs can drive changes in the distribution
and activity of key grazers, such as finfish and sea urchins,
with indirect consequences for primary producers, such
as seaweeds and seagrasses (Bennett et al., 2015). Clearly,
rapid reconfiguration of communities, ecosystems and food
webs will almost certainly have ramifications for ecological
functioning, and the provision of ecosystem goods and services
(Smale et al., 2019).
Major knowledge gaps in our current understanding of how
intensification of MHWs will affect marine organisms and
communities are associated with whether species can acclimatize
and adapt to warmer conditions, and if so how (Donelson et al.,
2019; Fox et al., 2019). In other words, facing increasing MHWs,
species will either “adapt, move or die.” Under the various
“adaptation” scenarios, species may (i) change behavior, (ii)
acclimatize, (iii) experience epigenetic effects across generations,
or (iv) experience “true” adaptations through natural selection.
Experimental, observational, and modeling studies are needed
to understand the relative contribution of each strategy to
persistence, and the likely success of each in the future (Fox
et al., 2019). For example, behavioral change, such as fish
that move to deeper and colder water, may be a short-term
strategy to avoid localized stress from a specific MHW but
may thereby reduce growth and reproductive performance.
Similarly, epigenetic variation may constrain the coping range

MHWs (Smale et al., 2019), we expect that MHWs will emerge
as forceful agents of disturbance to marine ecosystems in the
near-future (see also Frölicher and Laufkötter, 2018), as has
already occurred on land during terrestrial heatwaves, with
reported mass mortality of birds and mammals (Welbergen
et al., 2007; Saunders et al., 2011) and signifcant effects on
human health (Poumadere et al., 2005; Nairn and Fawcett,
2015; Mitchell et al., 2016). In the most comprehensive
synthesis of MHW impacts conducted to date (Smale et al.,
2019), MHWs irrespective of their climatological attributes,
all exerted negative impacts across taxa (including seaweeds,
corals, birds, and mammals) and processes (such as growth,
reproduction, and survival). Marine populations are most
susceptible to MHWs when they live in regions close to
their maximum thermal limit, because temperature anomalies
here are more likely to exceed organismal physiological
thresholds and hence increase mortality rates (Smale et al.,
2019). With increased MHW activity, we predict dramatic
losses of marginal populations at equatorward range edges, as
documented for seaweeds (Smale and Wernberg, 2013; Wernberg
et al., 2016; Thomsen et al., 2019), seagrasses (Thomson
et al., 2015) and invertebrates (Garrabou et al., 2009). Where
local extinctions and range contractions involve “foundation
species,” ecosystem effects are expected to be particularly severe,
as habitats are lost, and food web dynamics and speciesinteractions are altered. Finally, as populations, species and
entire communities respond to intensifying MHWs, provision
of ecological goods and services to human societies, such as
fisheries and aquaculture production, natural carbon storage,
nutrient cycling and coastal defense, will likely be severely
compromised (Arias-Ortiz et al., 2018; Ruthrof et al., 2018;
Smale et al., 2019).
How projected increases in MHW properties will induce
specific ecological change will depend, in part, on the physical
attributes of the MHWs themselves, as changes in intensity
and duration will affect different organisms in different ways.
Short, high intensity MHWs are likely to induce acute stress,
as physiological tolerances are exceeded, resulting in reduced
growth and possible mortality (Garrabou et al., 2009; Smale and
Wernberg, 2013). Effects of MHWs on mortality rates can be
expressed through the combination of intensity and duration
used to define the heatwaves themselves. For extreme short-term
effects, inferences can be drawn from laboratory experiments on
temperature tolerance. Here increasing mortality rates reduce
survival times with increasing temperature. Intertidal barnacles
exhibit this, for example see Foster (1969) (Supplementary
Figure 8), such that the log of the 50% survival time decreases
linearly with temperature (Figure 5B, dots and gray lines),
giving a quantitative expectation for survival in short, extreme
MHWs. Slightly less intense but longer-lasting events may change
reproductive outputs and induce behavioral changes, such as
movement toward less stressful conditions (Wismer et al., 2019).
Medium intensity and longer lasting events over several months,
are more likely to affect organismal performance by altering rates
of feeding, growth, reproduction and other key processes (Mills
et al., 2012). Over this timescale, effects of MHWs on coral reefs
are predicted using degree heating weeks above set thresholds
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likely to be able to adapt over time or not. The use here of a fixed
baseline implies that the results around ecosystem impacts are of
primary relevance for ecosystems with little to no ability to adapt
on timescales that are fast relative to the warming rate. However,
the occurrence increases strongly with the mean warming rate
(Alexander et al., 2018; Oliver, 2019; Pershing et al., 2019) leading
to future “permanent MHW states,” exposing to society that the
paradigm of MHWs as “transient” extreme events will need reexamination. Of course, the most extreme category events will
still be transient – even if new categories need to be defined.
Conversely, the advantage of shifting the baseline in time is that
one can more clearly partition to what extent MHWs are related
to a mean background warming or non-seasonal temperature
variance, which may be useful in communicating to the public
why an event is occurring. Defining a fixed baseline period for
developing climatologies has been questioned by some scientists
(e.g., Jacox, 2019) who suggest a moving frame of reference is
more appropriate. This issue needs to be guided by ecological
adaptation time scales and the nature of the scientific question
being asked, but a fixed baseline is currently standard across
climate studies.
One limitation of the present study is the use of global
models to make inferences about ecological impacts which are
likely to be very coastal. These coastal zones may be poorly
resolved by the model. In fact, this is one of the biggest issues
facing coastal ecologists concerned with temperature-related
ecosystem impacts. Here we have considered MHWs occurring
at a particular location, i.e., at the pixel level, and we have
neglected to acknowledge the spatial coherency of most MHWs.
MHWs likely to lead to ecosystem impacts, including past “major
events” such as the 2003 Mediterranean event, 2011 Ningaloo
Niño and the 2012 NW Atlantic event, span far beyond the
closest coastal pixel. Their spatial scale extends over hundreds
to thousands of kilometers, which are resolved by global ocean
and climate models. A similar correspondence can be seen
in coarse resolution satellite SST products where studies have
used remotely sensed satellite, surfer-captured and kelp forest
temperature logger data showing a good correspondence across
the data sources (Brewin et al., 2018), as well as a general
consistency between satellite and benthic/coastal temperature
loggers (Stobart et al., 2016), and between satellite SSTs and in situ
benthic temperatures (Smale and Wernberg, 2009). While there
certainly would be many empirical and theoretical exceptions to
this correspondence, these studies indicate that there is utility
in these global products at inferring coastal temperatures and
ecosystem impacts.
Our study contributes to the growing body of literature
examining long-term changes in MHWs. Importantly, we
build directly on knowledge of changes in observed MHW
characteristics over the past century estimated from daily satellite
observations, daily in situ measurements, and gridded monthly
in situ-based SSTs (Oliver et al., 2018a) – where it was found that
global averages of annual MHW days increased by 54% from 1925
to 2016 (Oliver et al., 2018a). Here, we show that this historical
trend is projected to continue and accelerate throughout the
21st century. Other studies have also modeled projected changes
in MHWs, either globally (Frölicher et al., 2018) or regionally

of a species, leaving selective adaptation as the only viable longterm strategy for a species to cope with the projected increase in
MHWs. The rate of selective adaptation will likely vary widely
between different species, complicating ecological predictions
across space and time.
For human users of marine resources, such as fishers,
aquaculture managers, and tourism operators, species persistence
and performance are critical for long-term sustainable usage. For
example, users in regions that lose iconic species or habitats as a
result of global warming and MHWs, such as on the Great Barrier
Reef, will have to accept modified natural systems (Hughes et al.,
2018) that are likely to impact our society and economy (Marshall
et al., 2019). Fisheries and aquaculture industries will need to take
a risk-based approach (Hobday et al., 2018b), as prediction of
MHWs will be challenging in some regions. There will continue
to be surprises associated with MHWs, such as emergence of new
diseases (Oliver et al., 2017) and arrival of new species (Pearce
and Feng, 2013). Efforts are therefore underway in several regions
to climate-proof fisheries management (Creighton et al., 2016),
and the impact of extreme events such as MHWs should be
considered in this planning (Hobday and Cvitanovich, 2017).

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In this study, we used a suite of global climate models to examine
the projected changes in MHWs globally. We found that both
the intensity of MHWs and the annual count of MHW days
are projected to increase significantly over the 21st century.
The emission scenario strongly affects the projected intensity
of events, with MHW increases following the high-emission
scenario (RCP8.5) nearly double (by 2100, compared to the
1982–2005 baseline period) those projected under the loweremission scenario (RCP4.5). The difference between emission
scenarios is smaller when considering the total annual MHW
days, since both saturate to near-permanent MHW states by 2100.
However, the high-emission scenario dramatically increases the
frequency of MHW days for the most extreme events. Overall,
our analysis suggests that anthropogenic forcing will increase
the likelihood of MHW occurrence in comparison to a climate
with only natural forcing, especially for the more extreme
category events. The models suggest that we have departed
from the natural background of MHW occurrence – conditions
that over millennia have shaped the distribution of marine
species and the structure and function of ecosystems. Given
several recently observed rapid impacts on marine ecosystems,
additional ecosystem changes are likely to be widespread,
significant and persistent throughout the 21st century.
An important point that the research community must
consider is how to treat the baseline climatological period when
performing MHW analyses for rapidly changing climates. Here
we have chosen a fixed baseline, while others have advocated for a
moving baseline (Jacox, 2019). In our opinion, there is no certain
answer to the question of whether baselines should be fixed in
time or if they should be allowed to move in time. The use of
fixed versus moving baselines should in fact be dictated by the
specific question of the study, and if impacted ecosystems are
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(Alexander et al., 2018; Darmaraki et al., 2019). Here, we
have provided additional critical information on the effect of
anthropogenic climate change on different categories of MHW
events and discussed the potential ecological impacts of changes
to MHWs in the future. Specifically extreme temperature events
can drive abrupt changes in the structure and functioning of
entire ecosystems, with major consequences for marine resource
users that depend on the ocean for ecological goods and services
(Smale et al., 2019). Given that global mean warming is the
principal driver of the projected increase in MHWs (Oliver,
2019), reductions in GHG emissions combined with adaptive
management of marine systems is needed to minimize the
impacts of MHWs on marine biodiversity and ecosystems.
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